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�CHAPTER� 7

�Coordinate Geometry

�OBT�PTIT  QTEPT�OE�

 QTEPT�O  1.

If the points ( , )a 0 , ( , )b0  and (1, 1) are collinear, then a b
1 1+  

equals

(a) 1 (b) 2

(c) 0 (d) 1-

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm118
 QTEPT�O  2.

If the points ( , )A 4 3  and ( , )B x 5  are on the circle with centre 
( , )O 2 3 , then the value of x  is

(a) 0 (b) 1

(c) 2 (d) 3

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm119
 QTEPT�O  3.

The ratio in which the point ( , )y2  divides the join of ( , )4 3-  
and (6, 3),  hence the value of y  is
(a) : ,y2 3 3=  (b) : ,y3 2 4=

(c) : ,y3 2 3=  (d) : ,y3 2 2=

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm120
 QTEPT�O  4. [Board 2020 OD Standard]

The point P  on x -axis equidistant from the points ( , )A 1 0-  
and ( , )B 5 0  is
(a) (2, 0) (b) (0, 2)

(c) (3, 0) (d) ( , )3 5-

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm101
 QTEPT�O  5. [Board 2020 OD Standard]

The co-ordinates of the point which is reflection of point 
( , )3 5-  in x -axis are
(a) (3, 5) (b) (3, 5- )

(c) ( , )3 5- -  (d) ( , )3 5-

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm102

 QTEPT�O  6. [Board 2020 OD Standard]

If the point P  (6, 2) divides the line segment joining ( , )A 6 5  
and ( , )B y4  in the ratio :3 1  then the value of y  is
(a) 4 (b) 3

(c) 2 (d) 1

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm103
 QTEPT�O  7. [Board 2020 Delhi Standard]

The distance between the points ( , )cos sina b 0θ θ+ , and 
( , )sin cosa b0 θ θ−  is
(a) a b2 2+  (b) a b2 2-

(c) a b2 2+  (d) a b2 2-

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm104
 QTEPT�O  8. [Board 2020 Delhi Standard]

If the point ( , )P k 0  divides the line segment joining the 
points ( , )A 2 2-  and ( , )B 7 4-  in the ratio 1 : 2, then the 
value of k  is
(a) 1 (b) 2

(c) 2-  (d) 1-

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm105
 QTEPT�O  9. [Board 2020 Delhi Standard]

The value of p , for which the points ( , )A 3 1 , ( , )B p5  and 
( , )C 7 5-  are collinear, is

(a) 2-  (b) 2

(c) 1-  (d) 1

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm106
 QTEPT�O  10. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

The coordinates of a point A  on y -axis, at a distance of 4 
units from x -axis and below it are
(a) (4, 0) (b) (0, 4)

(c) ( ,4 0- ) (d) (0, 4- )

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm107
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 QTEPT�O  11. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

The area of a triangle with vertices ( , )A 5 0 , ( , )B 8 0  and 
( , )C 8 4  in square units is

(a) 20 (b) 12

(c) 6 (d) 16

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm108
 QTEPT�O  12.

The distance of the point ( , )12 5-  from the origin is
(a) 12 (b) 5

(c) 13 (d) 169

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm109
 QTEPT�O  13. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

Distance of point ( , )P 3 4  from x -axis is
(a) 3 units (b) 4 units

(c) 5 units (d) 1 units

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm110
 QTEPT�O  14. [Board 2020 SQP Standard]

The distance of the point ( , )P 3 4- -  from the x -axis (in 
units) is
(a) 3 (b) 3-

(c) 4 (d) 5

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm111
 QTEPT�O  15. [Board 2020 SQP Standard]

If ,A 5m
3^ h is the mid-point of the line segment joining the 

points ( , )Q 6 7-  and ( , )R 2 3- , then the value of m  is
(a) 12-  (b) 4-

(c) 12 (d) 6-

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm112
 QTEPT�O  16. [Board 2020 OD Basic]

The mid-point of the line-segment AB  is ( , ),P 0 4  if the 
coordinates of B  are ( , )2 3-  then the co-ordinates of A are
(a) (2, 5) (b) ( , )2 5- -

(c) (2, 9) (d) ( , )2 11-

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm113

 QTEPT�O  17. [Board 2020 OD Basic]

x -axis divides the line segment joining ( , )A 2 3-  and ( , )B 5 6  
in the ratio
(a) 2 : 3 (b) 3 : 5

(c) 1 : 2 (d) 2 : 1

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm114
 QTEPT�O  18. [Board 2020 SQP Standard]

The point which divides the line segment joining the points 
( , )8 9-  and (2, 3) in the ratio 1 : 2 internally lies in the
(a) I quadrant (b) II quadrant

(c) III quadrant (d) IV quadrant

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm115
 QTEPT�O  19. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

If the centre of a circle is (3, 5) and end points of a diameter 
are (4, 7) and (2, y ), then the value of y  is
(a) 3 (b) 3-

(c) 7 (d) 4

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm116
 QTEPT�O  20. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

If the distance between the points ( , )A p4  and ( , )B 1 0  is 5 
units then the value(s) of p  is(are)
(a) 4 only (b) 4-  only

(c) 4!  (d) 0

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm117
 QTEPT�O  21.

The point on the x -axis which is equidistant from the points 
( , )A 2 3-  and ( , )B 5 4  is

(a) (0, 2) (b) (2, 0)

(c) (3, 0) (d) ( , )2 0-

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm121
 QTEPT�O  22.

C  is the mid-point of PQ , if P  is ( , )x4 , C  is ( , )y 1-  and Q  
is ( , )2 4- , then x  and y  respectively are
(a) 6-  and 1 (b) 6-  and 2

(c) 6 and 1-  (d) 6 and 2-

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm122
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 QTEPT�O  23.

If three points (0, 0), ( , )3 3  and ( , )3 λ  form an equilateral 
triangle, then λ  equals
(a) 2 (b) 3-

(c) 4-  (d) None of these

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm123
 QTEPT�O  24.

If the area of the triangle formed by the points ( , )x x2 , ( , )2 6-  
and (3, 1) is 5 sq units, then x  equals

(a) 3
2  (b) 53

(c) 3 (d) 5

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm124
 QTEPT�O  25.

If x y k2 0− + =  is a median of the triangle whose vertices 
are at points ( , )A 1 3- , ( , )B 0 4  and ( , ),C 5 2- then the value 
of k  is
(a) 2 (b) 4

(c) 6 (d) 8

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm125
 QTEPT�O  26.

In the given figure, the area of ABCT  (in sq units) is

(a) 15 (b) 10

(c) 7.5 (d) 2.5

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm127
 QTEPT�O  27.

The distance of the point ,P 2 3^ h from the x -axis is
(a) 2 (b) 3

(c) 1 (d) 5

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm128

 QTEPT�O  28.

The distance between the points ,A 0 6^ h and ,B 0 2-^ h is
(a) 6 (b) 8

(c) 4 (d) 2

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm129
 QTEPT�O  29.

The distance of the point ,P 6 8-^ h from the origin is

(a) 8 (b) 2 7

(c) 10 (d) 6

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm130
 QTEPT�O  30.

The distance between the points (0, 5) and ,5 0-^ h is

(a) 5 (b) 5 2

(c) 2 5  (d) 10

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm131
 QTEPT�O  31.

If AOBC  is a rectangle whose three vertices are ,A 0 3^ h, 
,O 0 0^ h and ,B 5 0^ h, then the length of its diagonal is

(a) 5 (b) 3

(c) 34  (d) 4

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm132
 QTEPT�O  32.

The centroid of the triangle whose vertices are ( , ),3 7-
( , )8 6-  and (5, 10) is

(a) (0, 9) (b) (0, 3)

(c) (1, 3) (d) (3, 5)

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm126
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 QTEPT�O  33.

The perimeter of a triangle with vertices (0, 4), (0, 0) and 
(3, 0) is

(a) 5 (b) 12

(c) 11 (d) 7 5+

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm133
 QTEPT�O  34.

The area of a triangle with vertices ,A 3 0^ h, ,B 7 0^ h and 
,C 8 4^ h is

(a) 14 (b) 28

(c) 8 (d) 6

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm134
 QTEPT�O  35.

The point which lies on the perpendicular bisector of the line 
segment joining the points ,A 2 5- -^ h and ,B 2 5^ h is

(a) (0, 0) (b) (0, 2)

(c) (2, 0) (d) ,2 0-^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm135
 QTEPT�O  36.

If the point ,P 2 1^ h lies on the line segment joining points 
,A 4 2^ h and ,B 8 4^ h, then

(a) AP AB3
1=  (b) AP PB=

(c) PB AB3
1=  (d) AP AB2

1=

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm136
 QTEPT�O  37.

If ,P 4a3` j is the mid-point of the line segment joining  the 
points ,Q 6 5-^ h and ,R 2 3-^ h, then the value of a  is
(a) 4-  (b) 12-

(c) 12 (d) 6-

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm137

 QTEPT�O  38.

The perpendicular bisector of the line segment joining the 
points ,A 1 5^ h and ,B 4 6^ h cuts the y -axis at

(a) (0, 13) (b) ,0 13-^ h

(c) (0, 12) (d) (13, 0)

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm138
 QTEPT�O  39.

If the distance between the points , p4^ h and (1, 0) is 5, then 
the value of p  is
(a) 4 only (b) 4!

(c) 4-  only (d) 0

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm139
 QTEPT�O  40.

AssertiSn  : The value of y  is 6, for which the distance between 
the points ,P 2 3-^ h and ,Q y10^ h is 10.
ReasSn  : Distance between two given points 
, ,A x y and B x y1 1 2 2^ ^h h is given,

 AB  x x y y2 1
2

2 1
2= − + −^ ^h h

(a) Both assertion (A) and reason (R) are true and reason 
(R) is the correct explanation of assertion (A).

(b) Both assertion (A) and reason (R) are true but reason 
(R) is not the correct explanation of assertion (A).

(c) Assertion (A) is true but reason (R) is false.

(d) Assertion (A) is false but reason (R) is true.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm140
�OT  HERRK  QTEPT�OE�

 QTEPT�O  41. [Board 2020 OD Standard]

Find a point P  on x -axis equidistant from the points 
( , )A 1 0-  and ( , )B 5 0 .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm141
 QTEPT�O  42. [Board 2019 OD]

Write the coordinates of a point P  on x -axis which is 
equidistant from the points ,A 2 0-^ h and ,B 6 0^ h.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm142
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 QTEPT�O  43. [Board 2009]

Find the point on the x -axis which is equidistant from the 
points ( , )A 2 3-  and ( , )B 5 4  ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm143
 QTEPT�O  44. [Board Term-2 2012]

Find the point on the x-axis which is equidistant from the 
points ,2 5-^ h and , .2 9-^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm144
 QTEPT�O  45. [Board 2019 Delhi]

Find the point on y -axis which is equidistant from the points  
,5 2-^ h and ,3 2-^ h.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm145
 QTEPT�O  46. [Board Term-2 OD Compt. 2017]

Find the co-ordinates of the point on the y - axis which is 
equidistant from the points ,A 5 3^ h and ,B 1 5-^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm146
 QTEPT�O  47. [Board 2020 Delhi Standard]

Find the distance between the points ( , )cos sina b 0θ θ+ , 
and ( , )sin cosa b0 θ θ− ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm147
 QTEPT�O  48. [Board 2020 OD Standard]

Find the co-ordinates of the point which is reflection of point 
( , )3 5-  in x -axis.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm148
 QTEPT�O  49. [Board Term-2, 2012]

If , , , , ,A B C y4 1 5 3 2-^ ^ ^h h h and ,D 1 1^ h are the vertices of a 
parallelogram ABCD , find .y

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm149
 QTEPT�O  50. [Board 2020 Delhi Standard]

If the point ( , )P k 0  divides the line segment joining the 
points ( , )A 2 2-  and ( , )B 7 4-  in the ratio 1 : 2, then what 
is the value of k ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm151

 QTEPT�O  51. [Board 2020 OD Standard]

If the point P  (6, 2) divides the line segment joining ( , )A 6 5  
and ( , )B y4  in the ratio :3 1  then what is the value of y ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm150

 QTEPT�O  52. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

If the point ( , )C k 4  divides the line segment joining two 
points ( , )A 2 6  and ( , )B 5 1  in ratio 2 : 3, the value of k  is 
......... .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm152
 QTEPT�O  53. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

Find the coordinates of a point A  on y -axis, at a distance of 
4 units from x -axis and below it.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm153
 QTEPT�O  54.

What is the distance of the point ( , )12 5-  from the origin ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm154
 QTEPT�O  55. [Board 2020 OD Basic]

Find the ratio in which x -axis divides the line segment joining 
( , )A 2 3-  and ( , )B 5 6 .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm155
 QTEPT�O  56. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

What is the distance of point ( , )P 3 4  from x -axis?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm156
 QTEPT�O  57. [Board 2020 SQP Standard]

What is the distance of the point ( , )P 3 4- -  from the x
-axis?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm157
 QTEPT�O  58. [Board 2020 SQP Standard]

If ,A 5m
3^ h is the mid-point of the line segment joining the 

points ( , )Q 6 7-  and ( , )R 2 3- , then what is the value of m  ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm158
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 QTEPT�O  59. [Board Term-2 2014]

If ,P 4a3` j is the mid-point of the line segment joining  the 
points ,Q 6 5-^ h and ,R 2 3-^ h, then what is the value of a?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm159
 QTEPT�O  60. [Board Term-2 SQP 2016]

Find the value of ,a  for which point ,P 2a3^ h is the midpoint 
of the line segment joining the points ,Q 5 4-^ h and , .R 1 0-^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm160
 QTEPT�O  61. [Board 2020 OD Basic]

The mid-point of the line-segment AB  is ( , ),P 0 4  if the 
coordinates of B  are ( , )2 3-  then find  the co-ordinates of 
A.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm161
 QTEPT�O  62. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

If the centre of a circle is (3, 5) and end points of a diameter 
are (4, 7) and (2, y ), what is the value of y  ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm162
 QTEPT�O  63. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

If the distance between the points ( , )A p4  and ( , )B 1 0  is 5 
units then what are the values of p?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm163
 QTEPT�O  64.

If the points ( , )A 4 3  and ( , )B x 5  are on the circle with centre 
( , )O 2 3 , then what is the value of x ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm164
 QTEPT�O  65.

If three points (0, 0), ( , )3 3  and ( , )3 λ  form an equilateral 
triangle, then what is the value of λ ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm165
 QTEPT�O  66. [Board 2020 OD Basic]

The co-ordinate of the point dividing the line segment joining 
the points ( , )A 1 3  and ( , )B 4 6  in the ratio 2 : 1 is ......... .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm166

 QTEPT�O  67. [Board 2018]

Find the distance of a point ( , )P x y  from the origin.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm167

 QTEPT�O  68. [Board 2020 OD Standard]

If the mid-point of the line segment joining the points ( , )A 3 4  
and ( , )B k 6  is ( , )P x y  and x y 10+ −  0= , find the value of k .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm168
 QTEPT�O  69. [Board Term-2 2014]

The ordinate of a point A on y-axis is 5 and B  has co-
ordinates ,3 1-^ h. Find the length of .AB

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm169
 QTEPT�O  70. [Board 2019 Delhi]

Find the coordinates of a point A, where AB  is diameter of a 
circle whose centre is ( , )2 3-  and B  is the point ( , )1 4 .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm170
 QTEPT�O  71. [Board 2019 Delhi]

Find the coordinates of a point A, where AB  is diameter of 
the circle whose centre is ,2 3-^ h and B  is the point ,3 4^ h.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm171
 QTEPT�O  72. [Board Term-2 2011]

Find the perpendicular distance of ,A 5 12^ h from the y-axis.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm172
 QTEPT�O  73. [Board Term-2 2013]

If the centre and radius of circle is ,3 4^ h and 7 units 
respectively,, then what it the position of the point ,A 5 8^ h 
with respect to circle?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm173
 QTEPT�O  74. [Board Term-2, 2011]

Find the perimeter of a triangle with vertices , ,0 4^ h ,0 0^ h and 
,3 0^ h.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm174
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 QTEPT�O  75. [Board Term-2 2013]

Locate a point Q  on line segment AB  such that BQ AB7
5#=

. What is the ratio of line segment in which AB  is divided?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm175
 QTEPT�O  76. [Board Term-2 2013]

Find the distance of the point ,4 7- -^ h from the y-axis.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm176
 QTEPT�O  77. [Board Term-2 2017]

If the distance between the points ,k4^ h and ,1 0^ h is 5, then 
what can be the possible values of .k

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm177
 QTEPT�O  78. [Board Term-2 SQP 2017]

Find the coordinates of the point on y-axis which is nearest 
to the point ,2 5-^ h.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm178
 QTEPT�O  79. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

What is the area of a triangle with vertices ( , )A 5 0 , ( , )B 8 0  
and ( , )C 8 4  ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm179
 QTEPT�O  80.

What is the area of a triangle with vertices ,A 3 0^ h, ,B 7 0^ h 
and ,C 8 4^ h ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm180
 QTEPT�O  81. [Board 2020 Delhi Standard]

Find the area of triangle PQR  formed by the points ( , )P 5 7-
, ( , )Q 4 5- -  and ( , )R 4 5

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm181
 QTEPT�O  82. [Board 2019 OD]

Find the area of a triangle whose vertices are given as , ,1 1-^ h  
,4 6-^ h and ,3 5- -^ h.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm182

 QTEPT�O  83. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2013]

If the points ( , )a 0 , ( , )b0  and (1, 1) are collinear, then find 

a b
1 1+

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm183

 QTEPT�O  84.

If the area of the triangle formed by the points ( , )x x2 , ( , )2 6-  
and (3, 1) is 5 sq units, then find x .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm184
 QTEPT�O  85. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

If points ( , )A 3 12- , ( , )B 7 6  and ( , )C x 9  are collinear, then 
the value of x  is ......... .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm185
 QTEPT�O  86. [Board Term-2 OD 2012]

Find the value of ,p  if the points , , ,A B p2 3 4^ ^h h, ,C 6 3-^ h 
are collinear.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm186
 QTEPT�O  87. [Board 2020 OD Basic]

The area of triangle formed with the origin and the points (4, 
0) and (0, 6) is ......... .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm187
 QTEPT�O  88. [Board Term-2, 2013]

In Fig., find the area of triangle ABC  (in sq. units)? 

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm188
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PT�  HERRKE  QTEPT�OE�

 QTEPT�O  89. [Board Term-2 SQP 2016]

Find a relation between x  and y  such that the point ,P x y^ h 
is equidistant from the points ,A 5 3-^ h and , .B 7 2^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm189
 QTEPT�O  90. [Board Term-2 2016]

The x -coordinate of a point P  is twice its y-coordinate. If 
P  is equidistant from ,Q 2 5-^ h and ,R 3 6-^ h, find the co-
ordinates of .P

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm190
 QTEPT�O  91. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2016]

Find the ratio in which the point , k3-^ h divides the line 
segment joining the points ,5 4- -^ h and , .2 3-^ h Also find 
the value of k .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm191
 QTEPT�O  92. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2012, OD 2016]

If the point ,P x y^ h is equidistant from the points ,Q a b b a+ −^ h 
and ,R a b a b− +^ h, then prove that bx ay= .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm192
 QTEPT�O  93. [Board Term-2 OD 2016]

Prove that the point ,3 0^ h, ,6 4^ h and ,1 3-^ h are the vertices 
of a right angled isosceles triangle.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm193
 QTEPT�O  94. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2015]

If ,A 5 2^ h, ,B 2 2-^ h and ,C t2-^ h are the vertices of a right 
angled triangle with B 90º+ = , then find the value of .t

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm194
 QTEPT�O  95. [Board Term-2 OD 2015]

The points ,A 4 7^ h, ,B p 3^ h and ,C 7 3^ h are the vertices of a 
right triangle, right-angled at B . Find the value of .p

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm195

 QTEPT�O  96. [Board Term-2 OD 2015]

If ,A 4 3^ h, ,B y1-^ h, and ,C 3 4^ h are the vertices of a right 
triangle ,ABC  right angled at A, then find the value of y .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm196
 QTEPT�O  97. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2015]

Find the ratio in which the point ,P 4
3
12
5

^ h divides the line 
segment joining the point A ,2

1
2
3

^ h and ,2 5-^ h.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm197

 QTEPT�O  98. [Board Term-2 Delhi Compt. 2017]

In what ratio does the point ,P 4 6-^ h divides the line segment 
joining the points ,A 6 10-^ h and , ?B 3 8-^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm198
 QTEPT�O  99. [Board Term-2 2014]

Find the ratio in which ,11 15^ h divides the line segment 
joining the points ,15 5^ h and ,9 20^ h.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm199
 QTEPT�O  100. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2015]

Show that the points ,a a^ h, ,a a- -^ h and ,a a3 3-` j are 
the vertices of an equilateral triangle.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm200
 QTEPT�O  101. [Board Term-2 OD 2012, Delhi 2014]

If the mid-point of the line segment joining ,A x y
2 2

1+8 B and 
,B x y1 3+ −^ h is ,C 5 2-^ h, find , .x y

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm201
 QTEPT�O  102. [Board Term-2 2012]

Show that , ,A 6 4^ h  ,B 5 2-^ h and ,C 7 2-^ h are the vertices of 
an isosceles triangle.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm202
 QTEPT�O  103. [Board Term-2 OD 2012]

If , , , , ,P Q R2 1 3 4 2 3- -^ ^ ^h h h and ,S 3 2- -^ h be four points 
in a plane, show that PQRS  is a rhombus but not a square.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm203
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 QTEPT�O  104. [Board Term-2 2012]

Show that , , , , ,A B C1 0 3 1 2 2-^ ^ ^h h h and ,D 2 1-^ h are the 
vertices of a parallelogram .ABCD

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm204
 QTEPT�O  105. [Board Term-2 OD 2012]

If ,3 2^ h and ,3 2-^ h are two vertices of an equilateral triangle 
which contains the origin, find the third vertex.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm205
 QTEPT�O  106. [Board Term-2 2012]

Find a  so that ,a3^ h lies on the line represented by 
x y2 3 5 0− − = . Also, find the co-ordinates of the point 

where the line cuts the x-axis.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm206
 QTEPT�O  107.

If ,1 p
3^ h is the mid point of the line segment joining the points 

,2 0^ h and ,0 9
2

^ h, then show that the line x y5 3 2 0+ + =  
passes through the point , p1 3-^ h.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm207
 QTEPT�O  108. [Board Term-2 2012]

If the vertices of ABCT  are , , , ,A B5 1 3 2- - -^ ^h h  , ,C 1 8-^ h
Find the length of median through A.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm208
 QTEPT�O  109. [Board Term-2 2012]

Find the mid-point of side BC  of ,ABCT  with ,A 1 4-^ h 
and the mid-points of the sides through A being ,2 1-^ h and 
, .0 1-^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm209
 QTEPT�O  110. [Board Term-2 OD 2017]

A line intersects the y-axis and x-axis at the points P  and Q  
respectively. If ,2 5-^ h is the mid-point of ,PQ  then find the 
coordinates of P  and .Q

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm210
 QTEPT�O  111. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2017]

If two adjacent vertices of a parallelogram are ,3 2^ h and 
,1 0-^ h and the diagonals intersect at ,2 5-^ h then find the 

co-ordinates of the other two vertices.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm211

 QTEPT�O  112. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2016]

Prove that the points , , ,2 2 2 1- -^ ^h h and ,5 2^ h are the 
vertices of a right angled triangle. Also find the area of this 
triangle.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm212
 QTEPT�O  113. [Board 2019 OD]

Find a relation between x  and y  if the points , ,A x y^ h  ,B 4 6-^ h 
and ,C 2 3-^ h are collinear.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm213
 QTEPT�O  114. [Board Term-2 OD 2011]

If the point , , ,0 0 1 2^ ^h h and ,x y^ h are collinear, then find .x

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm214
 QTEPT�O  115. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2015]

If , , ,5 2 3 4-^ ^h h and ,x y^ h are collinear, show that 
x y4 13 0+ − =

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm215
 QTEPT�O  116. [Board Term-2 2016]

Show that the points , , ,A B0 1 2 3^ ^h h and ,C 3 4^ h are collinear.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm216
 QTEPT�O  117. [Board Term-2 OD 2015]

Find the relation between x  and y , if the point , ,A x y^ h
,B 5 7-^ h and ,C 4 5-^ h are collinear.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm217
 QTEPT�O  118. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2015]

For what values of k  are the points , , , k8 1 3 2-^ ^h h and 
,k 5-^ h collinear?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm218

PCERTT  HERRKE  QTEPT�OE�

 QTEPT�O  119. [Board 2018]

Find the ratio in which ( , )P m4  divides the segment joining 
the points ( , )A 2 3  and ( , )B 6 3- . Hence find m .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm219
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 QTEPT�O  120. [Board 2020 Delhi Standard]

If the point ( , )C 1 2-  divides internally the line segment joining 
( , )A 2 5  and ( , )B x y  in the ratio 3 :4 find the coordinates of B .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm220
 QTEPT�O  121. [Board 2019 Delhi]

Find the ratio in which the segment joining the points ,1 3-^ h 
and ,4 5^ h is divided by x -axis? Also find the coordinates of 
this point on x -axis.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm221
 QTEPT�O  122. [Board Term-2 SQP 2017]

In what ratio does the x -axis divide the line segment joining 
the points ,4 6- -^ h and ,1 7-^ h? Find the coordinates of the 
point of division.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm222
 QTEPT�O  123. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2014]

Find the ratio in which the line segment joining the points 
,A 3 3-^ h and ,B 2 7-^ h is divided by x -axis. Also find the 

co-ordinates of point of division.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm223
 QTEPT�O  124. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2016]

If the point ,C 1 2-^ h divides internally the line segment 
joining the points ,A 2 5^ h and ,B x y^ h in the ratio : ,3 4  find 
the value of .x y2 2+

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm224
 QTEPT�O  125. [Board Term-2 OD 2017]

If the co-ordinates of points A and B  are ,2 2- -^ h and 
,2 4-^ h respectively, find the co-ordinates of P  such that 

,AP AB7
3=  where P  lies on the line segment .AB

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm225
 QTEPT�O  126. [Board Term-2 OD 2015]

Find the co-ordinate of a point P  on the line segment joining 
,A 1 2^ h and ,B 6 7^ h such that AP AB5

2= .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm226
 QTEPT�O  127. [Board Term-2, 2015]

If the distance of ,P x y^ h from ,A 6 2^ h and ,B 2 6-^ h are equal, 
prove that .y x2=

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm227

 QTEPT�O  128. [Board Term-2 2015]

The co-ordinates of the vertices of ABCT  are , ,A 7 2^ h  
,B 9 10^ h and ,C 1 4^ h. If E  and F  are the mid-points of AB  

and AC  respectively, prove that EF BC2
1= .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm228
 QTEPT�O  129. [Board Term-2 2014]

Prove that the diagonals of a rectangle ,ABCD  with vertices  
, , , , ,A B C2 1 5 1 5 6- -^ ^ ^h h h and ,D 2 6^ h are equal and bisect 

each other.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm229
 QTEPT�O  130. [Board Term-2, 2014]

The vertices of ABCT  are , , ,A B6 2 0 6- -^ ^h h and ,C 4 8^ h. 
Find the co-ordinates of mid-points of ,AB BC  and .AC

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm230
 QTEPT�O  131. [Board Term-2, 2012]

Find the ratio in which the point ,p3-^ h divides the line 
segment joining the points ,5 4- -^ h and , .2 3-^ h Hence find 
the value of .p

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm231
 QTEPT�O  132. [Board Term-2 SQP 2012]

In what ratio does the point , y11
24
^ h divides the line segment 

joining the points ,P 2 2-^ h and ,Q 3 7^ h ? Also find the value 
of .y

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm233
 QTEPT�O  133. [Board Term-2, 2012]

Find the co-ordinates of the points of trisection of the line 
segment joining the points ,A 1 2-^ h and , .B 3 4-^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm234
 QTEPT�O  134. [Board Term-2 OD Compt. 2017]

If the line segment joining the points ,A 2 1^ h and ,B 5 8-^ h 
is trisected at the points P  and Q , find the coordinates .P

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm235
 QTEPT�O  135. [Board Term-2 OD Compt. 2017]

Find the co-ordinates of the points which divide the line 
segment joining the points ,5 7^ h and ,8 10^ h in 3 equal parts.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm236
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 QTEPT�O  136. [Board Term-2, 2012]

Find the ratio in which the point ,p m 6^ h divides the line 
segment joining the points ,A 4 3-^ h and , .B 2 8^ h Also find 
the value of .m

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm232
 QTEPT�O  137. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2017]

Find the co-ordinates of the points of trisection of the line 
segment joining the points ,3 2-^ h and , .3 4- -^ h

�Sol  :� ] www.nodia.study/ma/gm237
 QTEPT�O  138. [Board Term-2 SQP 2016]

Find the coordinates of the point which divide the line 
segment joining ,A 2 3-^ h and ,B 4 6- -^ h into three equal 
parts.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm238
 QTEPT�O  139. [Board Term-2, 2012]

If ,a b^ h is the mid-point of the segment joining the points 
,A 10 6-^ h and ,B k 4^ h and ,a b2 18− =  find the value of k  

and the distanceAB .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm239
 QTEPT�O  140. [Board Term-2, 2012]

Find the ratio in which the line x y2 3 5 0+ − =  divides the 
line segment joining the points ,8 9-^ h and ,2 1^ h. Also find 
the co-ordinates of the point of division.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm240
 QTEPT�O  141. [Board Term-2, 2012]

Find the area of the rhombus of vertices , , , ,3 0 4 5^ ^h h  ,1 4-^ h 
and ,2 1- -^ h taken in order.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm241
 QTEPT�O  142. [Board Term-2, 2013]

Find the ratio in which the line joining points ,a b b a+ +^ h 
and ,a b b a- -^ h is divided by the point , .a b^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm242
 QTEPT�O  143. [Board Term-2 Delhi Compt. 2017]

Find the co-ordinates of a point on the x -axis which is 
equidistant from the points ,A 2 5-^ h and , .B 2 9-^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm243

 QTEPT�O  144. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2017, Foreign 2017]

Show that ABCT  with vertices , , ,A B2 0 0 2-^ ^h h and ,C 2 0^ h 
is similar to DEFT  with vertices , , ,D F4 0 4 0-^ ^h h and 
, .E 0 4^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm244
 QTEPT�O  145. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2017]

In the given figure ABCT  is an equilateral triangle of side 3 
units. Find the co-ordinates of the other two vertices.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm245
 QTEPT�O  146. [Board Term-2 OD 2016]

If the distances of ,P x y^ h from ,A 5 1^ h and ,B 1 5-^ h are equal, 
then prove that .x y3 2=

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm246
 QTEPT�O  147. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2015]

If ( , )A 5 7- , ( , )B 4 5- - , ( , )C 1 6- -  and ( , )D 4 5  are the 
vertices of a quadrilateral, find the area of the quadrilateral 
ABCD .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm247
 QTEPT�O  148. [Board Term-2 2012]

In the given triangle ABC  as shown in the diagram ,D E  and 
F  are the mid-points of ,AB BC and AC  respectively. Find 
the area of .DEFT

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm253
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 QTEPT�O  149. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2015]

If , , ,5 2 3 4-^ ^h h and ,x y^ h are collinear, show that 
x y4 13 0+ − =

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm248
 QTEPT�O  150. [Board 2020 OD Standard]

Find the area of triangle ABC  with ( , )A 1 4-  and the mid-
points of sides through A being (2, 1- ) and (0, 1- ).

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm249
 QTEPT�O  151. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2015]

Find the area of a triangle ABC  with ,A 1 4-^ h and mid-
points of sides through A being ,2 1-^ h and , .0 1-^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm250
 QTEPT�O  152. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2015]

Find the area of the triangle PQR  with ,Q 3 2^ h and mid-
points of the sides through Q  being ,2 1-^ h and ,1 2^ h.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm251
 QTEPT�O  153. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2014]

If the points , , ,A B a b2 1-^ ^h h and ,C 4 1^ h are collinear and 
a b 1− = , find a  and .b

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm252
 QTEPT�O  154. [Board Term-2 OD Compt. 2017]

Find the area of the triangle formed by joining the mid-points 
of the sides of a triangle, whose co-ordinates of vertices are 
, , ,0 1 2 1-^ ^h h and , .0 3^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm254
 QTEPT�O  155. [Board Term-2 Delhi Compt. 2017]

The area of a triangle is 5 sq. units. Two of its vertices are 
,2 1^ h and ,3 2-^ h. If the third vertex is ,y2

7
^ h, Find the value 

of .y

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm255
 QTEPT�O  156. [Board Term-2 SQP 2016]

If ,P a b9 2- -^ h divides the line segment joining ,A a3 1 3+ −^ h 
and ,B a8 5^ h in the ratio :3 1. find the values of a  and .b

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm256

 QTEPT�O  157. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2016]

Prove that the area of a triangle with vertices 
, , ,t t t t2 2 2− + +^ ^h h and t 3+^ h is independent of .t

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm257

�TIT  HERRKE  QTEPT�OE�

 QTEPT�O  158. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

To conduct Sports Day activities, in your rectangular school 
ground ABCD , lines have been drawn with chalk powder at 
a distance of 1 m each. 100 flower pots have been placed at 
a distance of 1 m from each other along AD , as shown in 
Figure. Niharika runs ¼th the distance AD  on the 2nd line 
and posts a green flag. Preet runs 5

1 th distance AD  on the 
eighth line and posts a red flag.
(i) What is the distance between the two flags?
(ii) If Rashmi has to post a blue flag exactly half way between 

the line segment joining the two flags, where should she 
post the blue flag?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm258
 QTEPT�O  159. [Board 2020 SQP Standard]

Two friends Seema and Aditya work in the same office at 
Delhi. In the Christmas vacations, both decided to go to their 
hometown represented by Town A and Town B  respectively 
in the figure given below. Town A and Town B  are connected 
by trains from the same station C  (in the given figure) in 
Delhi. Based on the given situation answer the following 
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questions:

(i) Who will travel more distance, Seema or Aditya, to reach 
to their hometown?

(ii) Seema and Aditya planned to meet at a location D  
situated at a point D  represented by the mid-point of the 
line joining the points represented by Town A and Town 
B . Find the coordinates of the point represented by the 
point D .

(iii) Find the area of the triangle formed by joining the points 
represented by A, B  and C .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm259
 QTEPT�O  160. [Board 2020 Delhi Basic]

In a classroom, 4 friends are seated at the points A, B , C
, and D  as shown in Figure. Champa and Chameli walk 
into the class and after observing for a few minutes Champa 
asks Chameli, Don’t you think ABCD  is a square? Chameli 
disagrees. Using distance formula, find which of them is 
correct.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm260
 QTEPT�O  161. [Board 2019 OD]

Point A lies on the line segment XY  joining ,X 6 6-^ h and 
,Y 4 1- -^ h in such a way that XY

XA
5
2= . If point A also lies on 

the line x k y3 1 0+ + =^ h , find the value of k .

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm261

 QTEPT�O  162. [Board 2019 OD]

Find the ratio in which the line x y3 0− =  divides the line 
segment joining the points ,2 5- -^ h and ,6 3^ h. Find the 
coordinates of the point of intersection.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm262
 QTEPT�O  163. [Board Term-2, 2012]

Determine the ratio in which the straight line x y 2 0− − =  
divides the line segment joining ,3 1-^ h and , .8 9^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm263

 QTEPT�O  164. [Board 2019 OD]

Find the ratio in which the y -axis divides the line segment 
joining the points ,1 4- -^ h and ,5 6-^ h. Also find the 
coordinates of the point of intersection.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm264
 QTEPT�O  165. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2016]

Find the ratio in which y -axis divides the line segment 
joining the points ,A 5 6-^ h and ,B 1 4- -^ h. Also find the 
co-ordinates of the point of division.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm265
 QTEPT�O  166. [Board 2018]

If ( , )A 2 1- , ( , )B a 0 , ( , )C b4  and ( , )D 1 2  are the vertices of a 
parallelogram ABCD , find the values of a  and b . Hence find 
the lengths of its sides.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm266
 QTEPT�O  167. [Board Term-2 SQP 2016]

If ,P a b9 2- -^ h divides the line segment joining ,A a3 1 3+ −^ h 
and ,B a8 5^ h in the ratio :3 1. find the values of a  and .b

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm267
 QTEPT�O  168. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2015]

The base BC  of an equilateral triangle ABC  lies on y -axis. 
The co-ordinates of point C  are , .0 3^ h  The origin is the mid-
point of the base. Find the co-ordinates of the point A and 

.B  Also find the co-ordinates of another point D  such that 
BACD  is a rhombus. 

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm268
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 QTEPT�O  169. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2014]

The co-ordinates of vertices of ABCT  are , ,A 0 0^ h  ,B 0 2^ h 
and ,C 2 0^ h. Prove that ABCT  is an isosceles triangle. Also 
find its area.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm269
 QTEPT�O  170. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2017, Foreign 2015]

The base QR  of an equilateral triangle PQR  lies on x-axis. 
The co-ordinates of point Q  are ,4 0-^ h and the origin is the 
mid-point of the base. find the co-ordinates of the point P  
and .R

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm270

 QTEPT�O  171. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2012]

The line segment joining the points ,A 3 2^ h and ,B 5 1^ h is 
divided at the point P  in the ratio :1 2 and P  lies on the line 
x y k3 18 0− + = . Find the value of .k

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm271
 QTEPT�O  172. [Board Term-2, OD 2012]

If ,R x y^ h is a point on the line segment joining the points 
,P a b^ h and , ,Q b a^ h  then prove that .x y a b+ = +

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm272
 QTEPT�O  173. [Board Term-2 Delhi  2015]

The vertices of quadrilateral ABCD  are , ,A 5 1-^ h  , ,B 8 3^ h  
,C 4 0^ h and , .D 1 4-^ h  Prove that ABCD  is a rhombus.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm273
 QTEPT�O  174. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2014]

(i) Derive section formula.
(ii) In what ratio does ,4 6-^ h divides the line segment 

joining the point ,A 6 4-^ h and ,B 3 8-^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm274
 QTEPT�O  175. [Board Term-2, 2015]

, , ,1 1 0 4-^ ^h h and ,5 3-^ h are vertices of a triangle. Check 
whether it is a scalene triangle, isosceles triangle or an 
equilateral triangle. Also, find the length of its median joining 
the vertex ,1 1-^ h the mid-point of the opposite side.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm275

 QTEPT�O  176. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2014]

Point ,y1-^ h and ,B 5 7^ h lie on a circle with centre , .O y2 3-^ h  
Find the values of .y  Hence find the radius of the circle.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm276
 QTEPT�O  177. [Board Term-2 OD 2015]

Find the values of k  so that the area of the triangle with 
vertices , , , k1 1 4 2- -^ ^h h and ,k 5- -^ h is 24 sq. units.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm277
 QTEPT�O  178. [Board Term-2 OD 2017]

, , ,A B4 6 3 2- -^ ^h h and ,C 5 2^ h are the vertices of a ABCT  
and AD  is its median. Prove that the median AD  divides 
ABCT  into two triangles or equal areas.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm278
 QTEPT�O  179. [Board Term-2 OD 2017]

Find the area of the quadrilateral .PQRS  The co-ordinates 
of whose vertices are , , , ,P Q4 2 3 5- - - -^ ^h h ,R 3 2-^ h and 
, .5 2 3^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm279
 QTEPT�O  180. [Board Term-2 Delhi Compt. 2017]

Find the area of a quadrilateral PQRS  whose vertices are 
, , , , ,P Q R4 3 10 1 15 4-^ ^ ^h h h and , .S 10 23^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm280
 QTEPT�O  181. [Board Term-2 Delhi Compt. 2017]

Find the area of a quadrilateral ABCD , whose vertices are 
, , , , ,A B C1 1 7 3 12 2-^ ^ ^h h h and , .D 7 21^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm281
 QTEPT�O  182. [Board Term-2 Delhi Compt. 2017]

Find the area of a quadrilateral PQRS  whose vertices are 
, , ,P R5 7 1 6- - -^ ^h h and ,S 4 5^ h.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm282
 QTEPT�O  183. [Board Term-2 Delhi Compt. 2017]

Find the area of the quadrilateral whose vertices are 
, , , , ,A B C3 1 8 1 7 2^ ^ ^h h h and ,D 5 3^ h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm283
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 QTEPT�O  184. [Board Term-2 OD Compt. 2017]

If the co-ordinates of two points are , , ,A B3 4 5 2-^ ^h h and 
a point ( , )P x 5  is such that PA PB=  then find the area of 

.PABT

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm284
 QTEPT�O  185. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2016]

If the points , , ,A B0 1 6 3^ ^h h and ,C x 5^ h are the vertices of a 
triangle, find the value of x  such that area of ABC 10T =

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm285
 QTEPT�O  186. [Board Term-2 Foreign 2016]

The co-ordinates of the points ,A B  and C  are , , ,6 3 3 5-^ ^h h 
and ,4 2-^ h respectively. ,P x y^ h is any points in the plane. 

Show that 
ABC
PBC x y

7
2

ar
ar
T
T

= + −
^

^ h

h

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm286
 QTEPT�O  187. [Board Term-2 OD 2013]

In the given figure, the vertices of ABCT  are , ,A 4 6^ h ,B 1 5^ h 
and , .C 7 2^ h  A line-segment DE  is drawn to intersect sides 
AB  and AC  at D  and E  respectively such that .AB

AD
AC
AE

3
1= =  

Calculate the area of ADET  and compare it with area of 
.ABCT

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm287
 QTEPT�O  188. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2017]

If ,a b 0= =Y Y  prove that the points , ,a a2^ h  , ,b b2^ h  ,0 0^ h will 
not be collinear.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm288
 QTEPT�O  189. [Board Term-2 Delhi 2017]

If the points , , ,A k k B k k1 2 3 2 3+ +^ ^h h and ,C k k5 1 5-^ h 
are collinear, then find the value of .k

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm289

 QTEPT�O  190. [Board Term-2 SQP 2017]

The points , ,A 4 2-^ h  , ,B 7 2^ h  ,C 0 9^ h and ,D 3 5-^ h form a 
parallelogram. Find the length of altitude of the parallelogram 
on the base .AB

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm290
�� ATPTO�TEY OHETED  QTEPT�OE�

 QTEPT�O  191.

BEST : The Brihanmumbai Electricity Supply and Transport 
(BEST) is a civic transport and electricity provider public 
body based in Mumbai. BEST operates one of India’s largest 
fleets of buses. The bus transport service covers the entire 
city and also extends its operations outside city limits into 
neighbouring urban areas. In addition to buses, it also 
operates a ferry service in the northern reaches of the city.

There are two routes to travel from source A to destination 
B  by using BEST bus service. First bus reaches at B  via 
point C  and second bus reaches from A to B  directly. If 
coordinates of A, B  and C  are ( , )2 3- - , ( , )2 3  and ( , )3 2  
respectively, then by which bus do you want to travel from 
A to B  using BEST services. (Assume that both buses have 
same speed).

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm291
 QTEPT�O  192.

Resident Welfare Association (RWA) of a Gulmohar  Society 
in Delhi have installed three electric poles ,A  B  and C  in a 
society’s common park. Despite these three poles, some parts 
of the park are still in dark.
So, RWA decides to have one more electric pole D  in the 
park.
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The park can be modelled as a coordinate systems given 
below.

On the basis of the above information, answer any four of the 
following questions:

(i) What is the position of the pole C ?

(ii) What is the distance of the pole B  from the corner O  of 
the park ?

(iii) Find the position of the fourth pole D  so that four points 
,A  B  C  and D  form a parallelogram .

(iv) What is the distance between poles A and C  ?

(v) What is the distance between poles B  and D?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm292
 QTEPT�O  193.

Birla Science Museum is the first Science and Technology 
Museum of the country, established in 1954. It houses exhibits 
and displays on science and technology where visitors can 
interact with the exhibits to make the understanding of 
science and technology easy and entertaining. 

Birla Science Museum has set aside a children’s room having 
planets and stars painted on the ceiling. Suppose an imaginary 
coordinate system is placed on the ceiling in the room with 
the centre of the ceiling at (0, 0,). Three particular stars are 
located at ,S 10 5-^ h, ,T 3 8-^ h and ,R 7 4- -^ h, where the 
coordinates represent the distance in feet from the center of 
the room.
(i) Find the distance between each pair of stars.
(ii) Which star is farthest from the center of the room?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm293

 QTEPT�O  194.

Old Age Home : An old age homes is a place where old 
people live and are cared for when they are too old to look 
after themselves. With advancing age, people often lose 
motor functions. Performing day to day activities becomes a 
daunting task. In an old age home, the association helps with 
daily activities. One of the factors that make old age homes 
attractive to elders is the companionship. The steady security 
in an old age home gives them protection from intruders and 
helps them live a safe and secure life.

A school decides to take the students for school picnic to an 
amusement park. However, the students have to first visit an 
old age home and then move towards the park. If the point 
S , P  and H  represent the school, the park and the old age 
home respectively, find the additional distance covered by the 
students had they travelled directly from school to the park. 
? (Note : All distance are in km)

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm294

 QTEPT�O  195.

Satellite Images : Satellite images are images of Earth 
collected by imaging satellites operated by governments and 
businesses around the world. Satellite imaging companies sell 
images by licensing them to governments and businesses such 
as Apple Maps and Google Maps. It should not be confused 
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for astronomy images collected by space telescope.

Barun lives in Jaipur in Vaishali. Satellite image of his colony 
is shown in given figure. In this view, his house is pointed out 
by a flag, which is situated at the point of intersection of x  
and y - axes. If he goes 2 cm east and 3 cm north from the 
house, then he reaches to a grocery store, If he goes 4 cm west 
and 6 cm south from the house, then he reaches to his office. 
If he goes 6 cm east and 8 cm south from the house, then he 
reaches to a food court. If he goes 6 cm west and 8 cm north 
from the house, he reaches to a his kid’s school.
Based on the above information, answer the following 
questions.
(i) Find the distance between grocery store and food court.
(ii) Find the distance of the school from the house.
(iii) If the grocery store and office lie on a line, what is the 

ratio of distance of house from grocery store to that from 
office ?

(iv) Find the ratio of distances of house from school to food 
court.

(v) What shape is formed by the coordinates of positions of 
school, grocery store, food court and office?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm295
 QTEPT�O  196.

Morning assembly is an integral part of the school’s schedule. 
Almost all the schools conduct morning assemblies which 
include prayers, information of latest happenings, inspiring 
thoughts, speech, national anthem, etc. A good school is 
always particular about their morning assembly schedule. 
Morning assembly is important for a child’s development. 
It is essential to understand that morning assembly is not 
just about standing in long queues and singing prayers or 
national anthem, but it’s something beyond just prayers. All 
the activities carried out in morning assembly by the school 
staff and students have a great influence in every point of life. 
The positive effects of attending school assemblies can be felt 
throughout life.
Have you noticed that in school assembly you always stand in 
row and column and this make a coordinate system. Suppose 
a school have 100 students and they  all assemble in prayer in 
10 rows as given below.

Here , ,A B C  and D  are four friend Amar, Bharat, Colin and 
Dravid.

(i) What is the distance between A  and B  ?

(ii) What is the distance between C  and D  ?

(iii) What is the distance between A  and C  ?

(iv) What is the distance between D  and B  ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm296

 

 QTEPT�O  197.

Ajay, Bhigu and Colin are fast friend since childhood. They 
always want to sit in a row in the classroom . But teacher 
doesn’t allow them and rotate the seats row-wise everyday. 
Bhigu is very good in maths and he does distance calculation 
everyday. He consider the centre of class as origin and marks 
their position on a paper in a co-ordinate system. One day 
Bhigu make the following diagram of their seating position.
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(i) What are the coordinates of point A?

(ii) What is the distance of point A  from origin ?

(iii) What is the distance between A  and B  ?

(iv) What is the distance between B  and C  ?

(v) A point D  lies on the line segment between points  A  
and B such that : :AD DB 4 3= . What are the the 
coordinates of point D  ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm297
 QTEPT�O  198.

Carpooling : It is the sharing of car journeys so that more 
than one person travels in a car, and prevents the need for 
others to have to drive to a location themselves. By having 
more people using one vehicle, carpooling reduces each 
person’s travel costs such as: fuel costs, tolls, and the stress 
of driving. Carpooling is also a more environmentally friendly 
and sustainable way to travel as sharing journeys reduces air 
pollution, carbon emissions, traffic congestion on the roads, 
and the need for parking spaces.

Three friends Amar, Bandhu and Chakradev lives in societies 
represented by the points A, B  and C  respectively. They all 
work in offices located in a same building represented by the 
point O . Since they all go to same building everyday, they 
decided to do carpooling to save money on petrol. Based on 

the above information, answer the following questions.

(i) Which society is nearest to the office?
(ii) What is the distance between A and C ?
(iii) Find the least distance between AB , OA  and BC  ?
(iv) Find the best route to go to the office ?
(v) If Bandhu and Chakradev planned to meet at a club 

situated at the mid-point of the line joining the points B  
and C , find the coordinates of this point.

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm298
 QTEPT�O  199.

To conduct sports day activities, in a rectangular shaped 
school ground ABCD , lines have been drawn with chalk 
powder at a distance of 1 m each. 100 flower pots have 
been placed at a distance of 1 m from each other along AB
, as shown in figure. Nishtha runs 4

1 th the distance AB  
on the 2nd line and posts a green flag. Suman runs 5

1

th the distance AB  on the 8th line and posts a red flag.

(i) What is the position of green flag ?

(ii) What is the position of red flag ?

(iii) What is the distance between both the flags? 
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(iv) What is the distance of red flag from point A  ?

(v) If Rakhi has to post a blue flag exactly halfway between 
the line segment joining the two flags, where should she 
post her flag?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm299
 QTEPT�O  200.

A garden is in the shape of rectangle. Gardener grew sapling 
of Ashoka tree on the boundary of garden at the distance 
of 1 meter from each other. He want to decorate the garden 
with rose plants. He choose triangular region inside the park 
to grow rose plants. On the above situation, gardener took 
help from the students of class 10th. They made a chart for it 
which looks as the above figure.

(i) If A  is taken as origin, What are the coordinates of 
triangle PQR  ?

(ii) If C  is taken as origin, what is the co-ordinate of point 
P  ?

(iii) If B  is taken as origin, what are the co-ordinate of P  ?

(iv) What is distance between P  and Q  if origin is taken A?
(v) What is distance between P  and Q  if origin is taken B ?

�Sol  :� www.nodia.study/ma/gm300
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